We study the variation of sputtering yields with surface morphologies under the assumption of a specially prescribed surface shape. Compared with a flat surface, we show that surface morphology can cause a decrease in the sputtering yield and an increase in the incident angle where sputtering yield is maximum. Based on Sigmund's theory, an analytical formula for the morphology dependent sputtering yield is developed by averaging the curvature dependent sputtering yield. The predicted dependence of sputtering yield on surface morphology is in good agreement with experimental observations.
Introduction
Curvature dependent sputtering is a main mechanism that contributes to the evolution of surface morphologies induced by ion beam [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The understanding of this mechanism lies in the framework of Sigmund's theory [1] . For amorphous and polycrystalline materials, Sigmund proposed that the sputtering yield is proportional to the energy accumulated on the surface. By introducing discrete surface profile consisting of two intersecting planes, Sigmund found that sputtering yield is smaller on the top of a crest than on the bottom of a trough [8] . As a consequence, sharp cones appear to be more stable than flat surfaces. Extending this theory to take into account the continuum surface profile, Bradley and Harper (BH) derived a linear partial differential equation for explaining ion-induced ripple formation [2] , and Cuerno and Barabási developed a nonlinear partial differential equation to interpret the evolution of ripples for a long bombardment [3] . Although Sigmund's theory focuses on the planar surface, it was shown that, under appropriate assumption of surface geometry, Sigmund's theory can be used successfully to predict surface features induced by ion beam [2, 3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Compared with Sigmund's theory which is based on the transport model and is valid at energies sufficiently above the threshold energy, Monte-Carlo simulation can predict sputtering behaviour in very details 3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
of energy and incidence [14] . Based on this simulation, the effects of roughness on sputtering yield have been pursued by assuming fractal surface topography and actually measured surface topography [15, 16] .
Dependence of the sputtering yield on the surface curvature has been derived in the BH model. In this model, curvature dependent sputtering yield appeared in a complex differential equation in which curvature is replaced by a second derivative of surface height under small slope approximation [2] . Following this approach, the effects of morphology on sputtering yield have been investigated in recent years [17, 18] . In order to achieve analytical results, all these studies use a prescribed undulated shape of the surface. Under normal bombardment, Makeev et al have shown morphology effects on sputtering yield by averaging curvature dependent sputtering yield [17] . Under off-normal bombardment, no average curvature dependent sputtering yield was derived and, therefore, the derived sputtering yield is curvature dependent for a specially assumed shape rather than morphology dependent [18] . The real surface geometry is so complicated that a finite number of parameters cannot provide a full description. However, because the sign and the value of curvature change at different locations, if we assume the same amount of positive and negative curvatures, based on the previous studies, the simple equation for morphology dependent sputtering yield can be derived by averaging the curvature dependent sputtering yield. In this paper, we developed a formula characterizing the influence of the surface morphology on the evolution of sputtering yield. We show that surface morphologies induced by the ion bombardment can give rise to a decrease in the sputtering yield and a shift of the incident angle at which the sputtering yield is maximum.
Model
According to Sigmund's theory [1, 8] , the sputtering yield can be expressed by
where N(r, ε, θ) is the number of sputtered atoms per unit area per unit time at position r, ion energy ε and incident angle θ, φ(r) is the local flux of ion at r, S is the surface area over the integrated range , denotes the average. Here we evaluate the total number of sputtered atoms and implanted ions on a well-defined surface, and take the average over the whole area. The sputtering yield can be defined as the ratio of these two terms.
Ion energy distribution
Since the pioneering work of Bradley and Harper (BH) [2] , the theory for ripple formation induced by ion beam on the surface of materials has been intensively investigated. One assumption of the BH model is the Gaussian distribution of energy which makes integration possible under small slope approximation [2, 6, 19] . According to Sigmund's theory [1] , in the elastic collision region where electronic stopping is not dominant, the energy distribution F (x) can be set up in terms of the moments x n by the following equation:
where is the energy of ion, n is the order of moments, and
Gaussian distribution is obtained by taking into account the first term in the large square brackets on the right hand side of equation (2) . The corresponding coordinations are built as the x axis along the beam direction (local coordinate system). At normal bombardment under Gaussian approximation, equation (2) reduces to where a is the average energy range, α and β are the stragglings of energy range along the x and y (or z) axes, respectively. Under off-normal ion beam bombardment, it is always assumed that equation (8) does not change if the x axis is parallel to the beam direction. However, because the surface curvature is defined on another coordinate system (laboratory reference frame), there is a rotation angle (incident angle θ ) between the two systems (figure 1). Coordination transformation is needed. The values in equation (2) should be derived again under the laboratory frame through the transition of the local system [1, 20] . The spatial moments for energy distribution are given by [20] 
where η = cos θ, F (x y, z ) is the energy distribution given by equation (8) . Substituting the moments in equation (9) into equation (2), The Gaussian approximation for spatial distribution under the laboratory frame is
where
Equation (10) gives the average energy deposited per unit volume at a point with coordinates (x, y, z) (energy density distribution) in terms of the projected range and incident angle. This equation is different from that in [17, 18] . In their approach, equation (8) was directly used and coordination transformation was performed while evaluating the surface integral.
Total sputtered atoms on a prescribed shape of surface
According to the Sigmund theory, the number of sputtered atoms per bombarding ion per area is given by
where φ(r ) dA is the number of ions hitting on an area dA , and dA = 1 + (∇ y h ) 2 + (∇ z h ) 2 dx dy , is the materials factor [1] , φ(r ) is the local flux. While evaluating the surface integral, flux as a function of surface profile is needed (local flux compared with the flux determined by equipment). For three dimensions, the simple way to calculate local flux is to use vector-valued functions. Similar to the calculation of the flow of a fluid through a surface, we can assume that both ion flux and surface have orientations. If we let the projected ion beam direction be parallel to the negative x axis (figure 1), the local flux can be represented by
At normal bombardment, equation (14) reduces to
At off-normal bombardment for two dimensions, equation (14) reduces to
This equation is the same as that used in [2] . In the BH and extended models [2, 3, [17] [18] [19] ] r = 0 is assumed, which means they use a special value of sputtering yield (sputtered atoms on the original point (point O in figure 1) ) to describe the sputtering yield on the whole area. No average sputtering yield was performed.
In order to obtain the total sputtered atoms, we need to calculate the sputtered atoms under r = 0. Following the approach given in the BH model [2] , we assume that the surface profile is (figure 1)
where 1/R 1 and 1/R 2 are the principal curvatures. Substituting equations (10), (14) and (17) into equation (13), we obtain the sputtered atom density as a function of coordinates:
where Y θ is the sputtering yield at incident angle θ given by
The total sputtered atoms as a function of curvatures and incident angle on the profile described by equation (17) can be given by the integral
For a symmetrical profile with period λ, equation (19) gives
Sputtering yield on a rough surface
Equation (20) describes the sputtered atoms on a specific surface with curvatures 1/R 1 and 1/R 2 and period λ. However, the real surface is very complex: the value and the sign of R 1 and R 2 vary and λ also varies. One possible approximation is to assume the same amount of positive and negative values of R 1 and R 2 and use averageλ. Under these assumptions, the total sputtered atoms can be
Because the total ion is fλ cos θ , the sputtering yield at offnormal bombardment on the rough surface is Y (θ), the same as that on the flat surface. However, it is well known that sputtering yield is different for rough surfaces compared with flat surfaces. The problem is the symmetrical profile we assumed in equation (20) . It was found that an asymmetrical profile can be induced by ion beam bombardment in which one side of the profile is larger than the other (figure 2) [23] [24] [25] . This asymmetrical structure can give rise to extra flux and sputtered atoms which depend on the surface morphology. Under these conditions, we need to calculate the sputtering yield again on a single surface shape and then make an average. We can assume that h varies slowly from h 1 to h 2 and corresponding y and z from − √ 2h 1 R to √ 2h 2 R, where only radiation ions over the interval − √ 2h 1 R y, z √ 2h 2 R have contributions to the sputtering (figure 2). The integration shows
where γ is a positive parameter, depending on the surface roughness, given by
where h 0 can be considered as roughness height. γ is a new parameter we introduced in our model, depending on both (14). The integration (equation (1)) is over the range of
surface roughness and curvature. No available data from theory or experiment can be obtained for γ . In order to make a comparison, the value of γ is determined by fitting the experimental data for sputtering yield after other parameters (a, α, β) are computed by simulation. Equation (23) gives curvature dependent sputtering yield. If we assume the same amount of positive and negative curvatures in equation (23) and calculate the average sputtered atoms and average ions, respectively, the simple equation can be obtained by neglecting terms including 1/R in equation (23) . The sputtering yield can be approximated as
whereγ
|, a term showing surface morphology effects on sputtering yield. Figure 3 shows the relationship between sputtering yield and incident angle given by equation (25) with different surface morphologies and energy ranges. It can be seen that the peak of sputtering yield appears around 65
• -80
• depending on the energy ranges and surface morphologies. The peak position of sputtering yield shifts to higher incident angles with increasing ion energy (a/α increases) or increasing surface roughness (γ increases). At angles smaller than 60
• , the trend of sputtering yield predicted by our model is very similar to that proposed by Sigmund. At high angles, sputtering yield goes through a maximum value and then decreases dramatically to zero. These predictions are in good agreement with the experimental observations in which surface features generated by the ion bombardment can lead to a reduction in the sputtering yield [15, 16, [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Special cases
At normal bombardment, for a single surface given by equation (17) , under symmetric case α = β, combination of equations (1)- (10) gives
where Y 0 is the sputtering yield for planar surface at normal bombardment, given by [1, 8, 33] . If we replace 1/R 1 and 1/R 2 by the second derivatives of height in terms of y and x, under the symmetry case (α = β) and normal bombardment, the same equation can be found in the BH model [2] . If we assume R 1 = R 2 = R, equation (26) gives the simple equation describing sputtering yield as a function of radius R:
This equation reveals a unique property of sputtering: the sputtering yield increases from crests (positive R) to planar surfaces (R = ∞) and has the maximum value for the trenches (negative R). Many features induced by ion bombardment, including ripple formation are based on this mechanism [2, 3] . For spherical particles (R > 0), equation (27) shows that the sputtering yield increases with increasing particle size. Figure 4 shows the comparison of angle dependent sputtering yield predicted by equation (25) with the experimental results [30] [31] [32] (25) compare fairly well with the experimental data. In figure 3(c) , the three fitting parameters of γ are given. It can be seen that for small incident angles the morphology effects can be negligible, while at high incident angles, the morphology effects play an important role in the value and the position of maximum sputtering yield.
Comparison with experiment
The quantitative values of the coefficients a, α, β for energy distribution can be evaluated from the corresponding values for the ion distribution using the theory of Winterbon et al [34] .
We use the Monte-Carlo simulation code SRIM to generate the ion distribution parameters [35] . We neglect the redeposition and shadow effects in our model. In order to get analytical resolution, small slope approximation was assumed. This condition is only valid at the beginning of bombardment where shadow and redeposition can be neglected. However, for a long bombardment, with increasing roughness and slope, these two effects should be taken into account [15] .
Conclusions
In summary, we have introduced a continuum model for morphology dependent sputtering yield based on Sigmund's theory. For a particular surface geometry, curvature dependent sputtering yield was derived following the approach given in the BH model. In particular, we have shown that large spherical particles have higher sputtering yield than small spherical particles. For surface morphology effect, due to the asymmetric surface profile induced by the ion beam, the averaged sputtered atoms and ions which are different from the planar surface are generated and the morphology dependent sputtering yield was derived by averaging the curvature dependent sputtering yield. We found that, within the small slope approximation, with the development of surface morphology by ion bombardment, the sputtering yield decreases and the incident angle at which the sputtering yield is maximum increases. The predicted results are in reasonable accord with the experimental observations.
